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Details of Visit:

Author: LateComer
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 17 Jan 2012 11:00am
Duration of Visit: 60min
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Intimate Massage
Website: http://www.intimatemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01234350036

The Premises:

Feels a little exposed on main road. Handy multistorey car park within stones throw. Great big
rooms & beds plus en-suite jacuzzi baths.

The Lady:

Striking, VERY fit, enhanced blonde Russian lass. Was wearing the prettiest little black g-string
ensemble.

The Story:

My first ever punt. Still memorable for the BEST OWO/handjob received in 10 months as a
hobbyist.

Given my age, unwisely went without prescribed chemical enhancement. After some light kissing,
then a nice session of RO, it became clear that penetrative sex was not an option. I was cursing
myself.

Undeterred, Angela enthusiastically set about the challenge with both tongue and hand, sucking &
pulling at my glans with her lips, whilst lifting her head from time to time to slowly dribble saliva on
my now fully alert member - thanks in no small part to some polished/polishing hand action. Her
facial expressions led me to believe that my release was the most important task in her world.

If oral technique was a specialist Mastermind subject, she wouldn't need any general knowledge.
She clearly knew when she had me right on the edge, so kept easing back (without prompting) to
prolong the pleasure for a full 10 minutes. I've been responsible for my own hand parties for
decades, but to my shame never felt anything like this. I experienced what I can almost describe as
a multiple orgasm. Kept twitching involuntarily for many minutes afterwards. My knob felt lovely for
several days after.

Can't explain it - would love to take the recipe home. Clever girl.

Thanks Angela. Late report, as only signed up today.
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